
Charging Suitcase from Phonak
Safe storage, transport and charging of Phonak Public FM systems

Making public places accessible
The new Charging Suitcase from Phonak is the ideal

accessory to store, transport and charge Phonak wireless

FM products for public places. The Charging Suitcase

can hold 10 MyLink universal FM receivers, 10 headsets and

up to two portable Phonak FM transmitters

of any type. The built-in charging facility will allow you

to conveniently charge all equipment without the need

of additional chargers.

Robust and practical
The suitcase is made of aluminum, and soft inlays protect

all equipment from shock damage. Only one cable

needs to be plugged into the mains to simultaneously

charge all equipment. A practical user guide with

helpful pictures comes with the suitcase and explains

how to handle both suitcase and equipment.

Our products have been very well received by many well-

known and respected customers. BMW, Zoo Zurich, SAP,

Guinness, The New York Botanical Garden, The Decorative

Arts Museum in Paris, to name just a few. Why don't you

join these customers and offer your visitors full access?

Charging Suitcase from Phonak: ideal for public
places like theaters, movie theaters, houses of worship,
town halls, universities, sports venues, conference
centers, zoos, museums and guided tours.
Wherever you want to make sure that hearing impaired

people can hear and enjoy what you have to offer,

Phonak wireless FM products make communication

and understanding possible. Phonak transmitters

and MyLink receivers are the right solution. The MyLink

receivers can be used by people with and without

hearing instruments. The convenient Charging Suitcase

will help you protect, store and charge the equipment.
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www.phonak.com
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